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Problem:
Increasing number of 
non-expert users trying 
to use machine learning 
tools. Wrong algorithm 
and parameter leads to 
results that are not 
ideal.

Existing Packages
- WEKA
- mlr

Input of these packages
- Learning algorithm
- Hyperparameters

-Hall, M., Frank, E., Holmes, G., Pfahringer, B., Reutemann, P., Witten, I.: 
The WEKA data mining software: an update. ACM SIGKDD Explorations 
Newsletter 11(1), 10–18 (2009)
-Bischl, B., Lang, M., Kotthoff, L., Schiffner, J., Richter, J., Studerus, E., 
Casalicchio, G., Jones, Z.M.: mlr: Machine Learning in R. Journal of 
Machine Learning Research 17(170), 1–5 (2016), 
http://jmlr.org/papers/v17/15-066.html



CASH Problem:

Combined Algorithm 
Selection and 
Hyperparameter 
Optimization 

-Given a dataset, automatically 
and simultaneously choosing a 
learning algorithm and setting 
its hyperparameters to optimize 
empirical performance

Challenge:
-Response function noisy

-Space is high dimensional

CASH: single hierarchical 
hyperparameter optimization 
problem



Preliminaries

Y is either finite (classification) or continuous (regression)

Training data set: 

A learning algorithm A tries to map d_i to such a function 

Most learning algorithms A further expose to hyperparameter 

Model Selection Problem

Hyperparameter Selection Problem



CASH

- Single combined hierarchical hyperparameter optimization question



Sequential Model-Based Optimization (SMBO)

Acquisition function: positive expected improvement



Sequential model-based algorithm configuration 
(SMAC)

- Random Forest
- Obtain mean and variance

- Make progressively better estimates of this mean by evaluating these terms 
one at a time, thus trading off accuracy and computational cost

-  In order for a new configuration to become a new incumbent, it must 
outperform the previous incumbent in every comparison made

- Implements a diversification mechanism to achieve robust performance even 
when its model is misled: every second configuration is selected at random



Auto-WEKA

- Focused on classification algorithms in 
WEKA

- Meta-Methods: 1 single base classifier 
and its parameters as input

- Ensemble methods: up to 5 learners
- Associated either a uniform or log 

uniform prior with each numerical 
parameter, depending on its semantics

- Auto-WEKA uses SMAC to solve CASH

Source code: 
https://github.com/automl/autoweka 

https://github.com/automl/autoweka


Datasets

- 15 sets from the UCI repository [13]
- the ‘convex’, ‘MNIST basic’ and ‘rotated MNIST with background images’ tasks 

used in [5];
- The appentency task from the KDD Cup ’09
- two versions of the CIFAR-10 image classification task [21] (CIFAR-10-Small is 

a subset of CIFAR-10, where only the first 10,000 training data points are used 
rather than the full 50,000.)

- For datasets with a predefined training/test split, used that split. Otherwise, 
randomly split the dataset into 70% training and 30% test data. 

- Each dataset: time budget of 30h
- Each method: 25 runs with different random seeds, then bootstrap sampling 

to repeatedly select 4 random runs  and report the one with best 
cross-validation performance





Baseline Method

- Ex-Def: perform 10-fold cross validation on the training set for each 
technique with unmodified hyperparameters, and select the classifier with 
the smallest average misclassification error across folds

- Grid Search: performs an exhaustive search over a grid of hyperparameter 
settings for each of the base learners, discretizing numeric parameters into 
three points (Expensive, some datasets require more than 10,000 CPU 
hours)

- Random Search: picking algorithms and hyperparameters sampled at 
random, and computes their performance on the 10 cross-validation folds 
until it exhausts its time budget (750 CPU hours per dataset for 
cross-validation, then 120 CPU hours for sampling without replacement)





Result

- Auto-WEKA outperforms baseline methods 15/21
- Grid search and random search better than Ex-Def
- Auto-WEKA good on large datasets 12/13

- Risk of overfitting decreases with large datasets
- Substantial improvements, relative reduction of test misclassification rate 

exceeding 16% in 3/21 cases


